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Election day is a celebration of American democracy and all the
wonderful things that come with it, but it's also a good
opportunity to re�lect on where our complicated voting system
needs work. 

Here's a look at some of the biggest issues in our voting system,
potential solutions from around the world and why we haven't
implemented them.

Voter Registration
Voter registration numbers are abysmal in the US. According to Pew
Research, only 71 percent of voting-age citizens were registered to vote in the
2012 presidential election. That's compared to 99 percent in Japan, 96
percent in Sweden, and 91 percent in Canada in their most recent national
elections.

Why does the US struggle to get voters on the rolls? The United States is one
of the only developed countries in the world that places the burden of
registration almost completely on the individual voter. In a Brennen Center
For Justice comparative study of democracies across the world, the US was
one of only four countries that didn't proactively solicit or initiate voter
registration.

 

 Brennan Center For Justice

As The Brennan Center notes, voter registration in France and Argentina is
essentially automatic, with election o�icials registering voters through the
collection of data from other government sources, such as compulsory
military draft registration or a national ID o�ice. In Germany and Austria, voter
lists are automatically generated from larger population databases, and
inclusion is mandatory. 

Such "ideal" systems aren't without blemish, however. Critics argue that the
free transference of citizen info is a violation of privacy — that registering for
one thing puts you on a list for another makes it easier for a government to
keep tabs on its citizens.

Why Don't We Just Make It Automatic?

In the United States, �ive states (Oregon, California, West Virginia, Vermont,
and Connecticut) have passed laws that mandate automatic registration when
citizens go to the DMV. In a proactive step towards easier registration, but a
far cry from automation, 39 states allow you to register online. This means, of
course, that there are 11 states where you have to register through snail mail
or in person) . North Dakota is the only state that bypasses the mess of voter
registration. All you have to do to vote is show up with ID.

Despite making democratic sense, the desire to make voter registration
easier isn't shared by everyone. Republican legislatures around the country
have fought against automatic "motor voter" legislation, including when it
was originally proposed on the federal level in 1990. Opponents argue that
such laws increase the potential for voter fraud.  Democrats insist that
Republican opposition to increased voter registration is actually due to the
fact that increased voting usually results in more progressive votes.

Outside of state governments, Democrats at the federal level are pushing for
automatic universal voter registration when people turn 18. In August, Hillary
Clinton spoke about her commitment to the spirit of The Voting Rights Act,
and �ight for automatic registration:

I believe America is stronger when we expand access to the ballot
box, not restrict it. That’s why I’ll �ight to repair the Voting Rights
Act, expand early voting, and introduce universal, automatic voter
registration.

Voter Turnout
So the US has trouble registering voters. It also struggles to get them to the
polls. According to Pew Research, when it came to voter turnout in 2012 the
US ranked 31st out of the 35 developed countries in the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development. Only 55.1 percent of eligible voters
cast a vote on Election Day, compared to 87.2 percent in Belgium and 82.6
percent in Sweden.

 Pew Research

So Why Don't We Just Make People Vote?

One easy way to increase voter turnout would be to make voting mandatory.
In 26 countries around the world voting is compulsory. In most of these
places, the law doesn't come with a strict penalty, just a $20 AUD �ine in
Australia — the equivalent of around $15 USD, but it does come with a marked
impact. Atlantic writer Nicholas Stephanopoulos compared the turnout data
between compulsory and voluntary voting countries and found that turnouts
for compulsory nations remains high while rates for voluntary nations are in
decline.

 The Atlantic/Nicholas Stephanopoulos/International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance

The data is hard to argue with but again, conservatives fear that increased
voter participation would bene�it liberal candidates. A counter to that,
Stephanopoulos points out, is that incumbent Democrats may also fear a
large in�lux of new voters challenging their seats as well. 

Conservative insecurities aside, the biggest obstacle to compulsory voting, as
argued in the Harvard Law Review, is the perceived con�lict between
"individual liberty" and forced voting. While it may make sense to force people
to vote, any law that requires participation is bound to come off as
authoritarian in our freedom-loving culture. 

This re�lex was on display throughout the debate of the Affordable Care Act.
Republicans and conservative theorists targeted 'the individual mandate,'
which requires everyone to have some form of health insurance. As US Sen
Orrin Hatch of Utah put it, the mandate was a matter of liberty:

Congress has never crossed the line between regulating what
people choose to do and ordering them to do it ... The difference
between regulating and requiring is liberty.

If something as necessary as health insurance struck at peoples' core sense of
liberty, you could only imagine what a discussion on voting would do.

Aside from the practicality of the policy, some argue that having more people
vote is simply a bad idea. Damon Linker, a writer for The Week, argues that
after the Citizens United ruling, adding more voters to the rolls wouldn't affect
the results an election because those who aren't voting now are likely to be
swayed by the in�luence of corporate cash anyway. 

Political philosophers from Plato to Georgetown's Jason Brennan have argued
against the democratic instinct itself, saying that most citizens are too
uninformed to have a say in choosing a country's leadership.  

Online Voting
If the US can't force people to vote, the second best option is to make voting
as easy as possible. We can do everything from order a burrito to �ind love
online, so why shouldn't we be able to vote over the World Wide Web? 

One of the only countries that's adopted the practice is Estonia. Passed into
law in 2005, the electorate has been able to cast their vote online in local and
national elections — to mixed results.

So Why Don't We Just Start Doing It?

While the number of Estonians using the online system has increased
consistently, the number of overall voters hasn't, with turnout �luctuating
between 57 and 69 percent between 1995 at 2015.

Aside from potentially not actually getting more people to vote, online voting
also comes with security concerns. While Estonia hasn't had any election
hacking incidents, a team of independent experts observed the system in
action and found shocking vulnerabilities. Additionally, IT experts recreated
the system and were able to successfully install malware on the servers and
change individual votes.

Despite these considerations, some US states have adopted the practice. The
most progressive is Alaska, in 2012 they became the �irst state to allow all
voters to submit absentee ballots online. In 31 other states, some individuals
living abroad or serving in the military have the ability to absentee vote
online. 

After a real-life hack of their pilot program, Washington DC continues to use
their online voting system, while others in the government have become more
concerned over cybersecurity. After canceling a 2004 pilot of online voting,
The Pentagon now doesn't have a stance, according to Politico. When they
asked The Department of Homeland Security about their position on the
matter they replied:

While the convenience of being able to cast a ballot electronically
may be appealing, the potential bene�its do not outweigh the
serious risks associated with online voting...manipulation of votes
and election results which may not be detectable before o�icials
are sworn into o�ice.

States like Michigan — where they still use paper ballots universally — remain
extra careful about electronic voting, and after the high-pro�ile hacks and
cyberattacks of the last year.

Giving People Time Off To Vote
Every year in the US, Election Day is held on the Tuesday following the �irst
Monday in November. And even though our country was founded on
democracy, Election Day isn't considered a federal holiday — meaning that
many people aren't given time off work to vote. This creates a voter
turnout problem for all American voters. 

In 2014, 69 percent of nonvoters claimed they had a school or work con�lict,
or were too busy to vote. For lower income individuals this can make voting
much harder, since they're more likely to have multiple jobs and have less
ability to make their own schedules. And evidence shows this is the case, with
those making under $20,000 per year being 33 percent less likely to vote as
those making over $100,000. 

Why Don't We Just Give People The Day Off? 

The solution is simple. Either make Election Day a federal holiday so people
get off work,  move election day to the weekend when people aren't working,
or mandate that people get time off to vote. 

In most countries around the world, elections take place over the weekend. In
the European Union, elections occur on one of four days (Thursday through
Sunday), with most countries holding elections on Sunday. In countries like
Brazil if an election isn't on a weekend, it is declared a holiday. A 2000 study
looked at turnout across the globe and projected if countries that vote on
weekdays moved their elections to a rest day, turnout would increase on
average by �ive to six percent.

While there is early voting in 43 states, seven states  explicitly prohibit it —
limiting voters to a single Tuesday — while others require an excuse or don't
provide early voting dates on weekends. 

So what's keeping us from moving elections away from Tuesday? The original
1845 reasoning — to accommodate the needs of those traveling to the polls
by horse and buggy, for which it would take one days travel; to avoid
interference with the sabbath; and to avoid "market day," when farmers
brought their goods to market — doesn't really hold water anymore.

Again, it appears as if the driving force against change is politics. Prominent
Democrats are generally supportive of reform, with President Obama
expressing support for making Election Day a federal holiday and Bernie
Sanders introducing a bill with that effect. But some prominent Republicans
oppose the idea, such as Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich, who expressed no
interest in the idea, saying that turnout is about the candidates.

Conservative pundits such as John Fund argue that making Election Day a
holiday would encourage people to skip work on Monday.  While some
Republicans have celebrated the idea of early and weekend voting,
Republican legislatures in Ohio and North Carolina have cut back on those
allowances. Even though Republicans offer arguments about economics and
voter fraud, many Democratic pundits believe that resistance to easier voting
comes from the knowledge that citizens who would be helped by more
accommodating laws would most likely lower-income Democratic voters,
according to Pew Research. And some Republicans have even admitted that
curtailing early voting is simply a method to restrict Democratic voting, says
conservative pundit Phyllis Schla�ly:

The reduction in the number of days allowed for early voting is
particularly important because early voting plays a major role in
Obama’s ground game. The Democrats carried most states that
allow many days of early voting, and Obama’s national �ield
director admitted, shortly before last year’s election, that ‘early
voting is giving us a solid lead in the battleground states that will
decide this election.'

A Centralized Voting Authority
Compared to other developed countries, the US voting system is highly
decentralized. In Sweden, the federal tax administration is responsible for
communicating with local agencies to update voter rolls. In Australia, the
national voter registration database is maintained by a federal government
authority.

The Constitution says very little about the oversight and administration of
elections, except that each state is generally responsible determining how to
appoint electors to the electoral college.   This provision has meant over time,
each state, and more speci�ically counties and municipalities, have developed
their own election laws and procedures — making the US election system
highly decentralized. 

In fact, not counting the laws and amendments that address the racist and
sexist aspects of voting in America, such as the 15th, 19th, and 24th
amendments, the federal government has only passed �ive laws which have
made polling places accessible to the handicapped, allowed military
personnel to vote, mandated voter registration lists and provided federal
funding to assist in the administration pertaining to the administration of
elections.

Decentralization exacerbates current problems in the system, such
as disparate voter ID laws, voter machine discrepancies, and voter
registration shortcomings, but also prevents the implementation of any of the
solutions proposed above.

While there is precedent for the federal government to legislate parts of the
administration of voting —  pertaining to discrimination and the ability of
those overseas to vote — the Constitution largely puts control in the states'
hands. 

As far as we can tell states like it that way. States have passed an array of
con�licting laws pertaining to IDs, the ability of felons to vote and voting
methodology. According to Ballotpedia, 31 states have passed various voter
ID laws which they're currently defending in court. States also have different
laws pertaining to voting and felons, as well as the use of different types of
voting. The passage of these disparate and con�licting laws illustrates how
states have taken advantage of the decentralized system, and also shows
what a mess increased centralization would be.

 

 Ballotpedia

 

While complete centralization of voting laws pertaining to things like ID and
criminality seems far off given the current state of thigns, there is a strong
movement to centralize the infrastructure of voting. In August, following the
DNC hacks, Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson told reporters that
"we should carefully consider whether our election system, our election
process is critical infrastructure, like the �inancial sector, like the power grid,"
suggesting the department's interest in overseeing election security. 

In September, Rep Hank Johnson of Georgia introduced The Election
Infrastructure and Security Promotion Act of 2016 and the Election Integrity
Act to the House. The Election Infrastructure Act would classify voting tech as
'critical infrastructure.' Wired describes the proposal best:

Designating voting tech as critical infrastructure would allow DHS
to directly oversee and standardize measures like voting machine
testing and audit procedures.

[Wired]

The Election Integrity Act is the more controversial of the two, in that it would
mandate which voting machines and procedures can be used and bought by
states — primarily focusing on the interest of security. One of the many
provisions in the bill would ban the connection of a voting machine to the
internet:

In general.--No system or device upon which ballots are
programmed or votes are cast or tabulated shall be connected to
the Internet at any time.

The involvement of the Department of Homeland Security wouldn't come
without its critics, though. In September, Louisiana Secretary of State Tom
Schedler suggested that DHS oversight was unnecessary and
unconstitutional — and that the DHS would be in over their heads. At a
hearing of the House Science, Space and Technology Committee, Schedler
said:

I don’t mean to be �lippant, but do we really want to create a new
TSA of elections in this country?... A new postal service? I just
don’t think we need that. The Constitution says very vividly it’s up
to the states the time, place and manner in which we conduct
elections. It is a Constitutional issue.

While the DHS's intentions are to increase faith and trust in the election
system through centralization, it's unclear that it actually will. Despite
repeated evidence that people trust paper ballots more than electronic voting
machines, states have increased the use of electronic voting methods while
decreasing paper methods (see the graph below) — indicating an impending
�ight when it comes to federal regulation of state methodology.

Share of registered voters using various types of voting systems.  Brookings Institution

 Additionally, a new wave of mistrust has accompanied this year's election.
Alongside Donald Trump's frenzied calls of a rigged election, only 49 percent
of voters feel "very con�ident" that their votes will accurately counted on
election day compared to 62 percent con�idence in 2004 and 57 percent in
2008. This decrease in trust also comes with a complete reversal in party
breakup, with the once trustful Republicans converting to mistrust. 

While the government may push to centralize aspects in the name of security
and e�iciency, they face an uphill battle when it comes to state politics and
growing mistrust — seemingly driven by politics. 

 Those states are Arkansas, Florida, Maine, Michigan, Montana, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, South
Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming. ↩

 This is despite repeated studies and investigations �inding that voter fraud is not a signi�icant problem in the United
States. ↩

 A little over half of all workers who fall into the bottom income quartile in the US don't receive paid holidays, but
instead are expected to work with additional holiday pay. This means that only half of lower income individuals would
get off work to go vote. ↩

 Alabama, Connecticut, Deleware, Michigan, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island. ↩

 See Article II of the US Constitution. ↩
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Benjamin Goggin is the News Editor at Digg. 
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' WE JUST ACCEPTED IT '

These Twins, One
Black And One
White, Will Make
You Rethink Race

 

Marcia and Millie Biggs say they've never been
subjected to racism — just curiosity and
surprise that twins could have such different
skin colors.

National Geographic Long Reads

   

THE UNEXPL AINED ALLOYS STRIKE AGAIN

UFO Research Company
Releases New Pentagon
Footage Of Extremely Fast-
Moving Object

 

In the video, a pilot can be heard marveling at
the object and asking, "What the [expletive] is
that thing?" and "What is that, man?"
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HOLY SHIT, THIS IS UNNERVING

Tommy Wiseau's Audition For
The Joker Is A Revelation

Reverse all previous Oscar decisions and give
everything to Tommy.

Entertainment
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Need a vacation? Same. These credit cards
help make your travel dreams come true with
substantial rewards like: 2x miles on every
purchase, massive sign-up bonuses and one
that will even match all the miles you earn in
your �irst year.
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THIS IS AB SOLUTELY DELIGHTFUL

Dancing Woman Loudly Sings
About Having The Whole
Subway Car To Herself, Until
She Realizes There's Someone
Else On It

 

"Oh my god, I just realized there's another
person on this train."
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THE DRESSER

Meet The Man Who Helps Elon
Musk, Tom Brady And Ari
Emanuel Get Dressed

 

Andrew Weitz spruces up Hollywood’s
reluctant Zoolanders.

The New Yorker Style

   

SWEET KARMA

Speeding Driver Passes Cars
In A No-Passing Zone,
Immediately Gets Pulled Over
By Police

 

Given that the police car was parked on the left
in full view of the speeding driver, we don't
have much sympathy here.
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REST UNEASY

Trying Every Sleep Hack
Imaginable For An Entire
Month

  

Kate Leaver is a diagnosed insomniac. Here,
she spends an entire month trying to �ind relief.
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USE THE CROSSWALK OR ELSE

The Case Against Jaywalking
Laws

 

They're enforced disproportionately against
black Americans, sometimes with fatal results.
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HAD US AT 'HELLO'

The Surreal Trailer For 'Sorry
To Bother You' Has Us Utterly
Hooked

 

"In a dystopian not-too-distant future, black
telemarketer Cassius Green discovers a
magical key to professional success and is
propelled into a macabre universe."
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BAD BOYS

Undercover Cops Run Red
Light, Try To Give Driver Who
Recorded It A Ticket

 

If you're going to run a red in your unmarked
cop car and then try to ticket the driver who
was legally completing a left turn... make sure
that driver doesn't have a dash cam.
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' THE ULTIMATE INSIDER'

Fat Leonard's Crimes On The
High Seas

  

The rise and fall of the defense contractor who
bought off Navy brass with meals, liquor,
women and bribes.
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FROM THE DIGG STORE

The Ultimate LED Bundle
  

It includes a tactical lantern, tactical light, and
headlamp — all of which are completely
weatherproof, indestructible and armed with
high-e�iciency LED bulbs.
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...BUT IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE

It's Unnecessarily Hard
To Vote In America

It's Unnecessarily Hard To Vote In America
  


